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Momentum supports its Stakeholders through Engagement

Dundrum Town Centre recognition for Momentum Support Cleaning Team
A big thank you to all of our cleaning teams, hard at work
ensuring all public areas are kept clean throughout the day.
Dundrum Town Centre Management, Dublin.

Momentum supports its COMMUNITIES - Diversity and Inclusion

Sunday June 28th
is Virtual Pride Day
2020

Some interesting facts you
may not be aware of:
The

pride

pink

for

flag

represents

sexuality, red for

light, orange for
healing, yellow sun, green for
nature

calm,

art, indigo for

turquoise

for

harmony

and violet for others. The red
colour should be upwards.
Wish everyone well during #pride2020

World Refugee Day Statement by UN High Commissioner for
Refugees Filippo Grandi
Everyone Can Make a Difference. Every Action Counts.
Please click on the below link: https://youtu.be/SKt94LcupgQ

Please
let
your
Momentum Support
representative know
if you have items for
collection such as
toys, playing cards or
even
donation.
Where
we
will
arrange purchase of
items
for
the
CHILDREN. We can
collect. Momentum
House is a collection
point.

Momentum supports the Environment – Climate Change Awareness
Momentum Supports the Environment through our CSR Strategy Mission Right Let’s
make the right choice’
Creating awareness of climate change
What is climate change? Climate change refers to significant, long term changes in the global climate. The
global climate is the connected system of sun, earth and oceans, wind, rain and snow, forests, deserts and
savannas and everything people do, too.
Who is responsible for Climate Change and who needs to fix it?

Please visit the link:
https://youtu.be/ipVxxxqwBQw

IT BEGINS WITH ME

The Carbon Footprint Survey
To complete the Carbon Footprint Survey, answer the questions that
will direct you to colour the lines around the footprint drawing. The
more greenhouse gases you produce, based on your answers, the
bigger the carbon footprint grows. Different colour crayons will
represent the four categories of behavior surveyed:

Housing and Home Energy: RED
Transportation: BLUE
Personal, Habits: GREEN
Recycling Habits: BROWN

How Big Is Your Family’s Carbon Footprint?
Some of our lifestyle choices vary and day-to-day activities emit excess carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. The amount of greenhouse gases we
produce is referred to as our “carbon footprint.” Too much carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in our atmosphere can lead to unnatural climate change, which can have a
harmful effect on our planet. Complete the survey to find out your household carbon footprint.
Housing and Home Energy:
• If you live in a single-family home, colour 4 rings RED; if you live in an apartment or other type of home, colour 2 rings RED
• If you don’t use energy-efficient light bulbs such as CFLs (compact fluorescent), colour 1 more ring RED.
• If your home doesn’t have a programmable thermostat, colour 1 more ring RED.
• If you are not familiar with the Energy Star appliance rating system, colour 1 more ring RED.
Transportation:
• For every small car in your family, colour 1 ring BLUE
• For every medium or large car in your family, colour 2 rings BLUE.
• If you don’t regularly change the air filter on your car and check the tire pressure, colour 1 more ring BLUE
• For every airplane trip you’ve taken in the past year, colour 1 more ring BLUE.
Personal, Habits:
• If you are a vegetarian, colour 1 ring GREEN; if you are not a vegetarian, colour 2 rings GREEN.
• If you never eat organic food, colour 1 more ring GREEN.
Recycling Habits:
• If you usually recycle your household trash, colour 1 ring BROWN; if you never recycle, colour 2 rings BROWN.

Momentum supports the Environment – Climate Change Awareness Competition
Please use you colour pencils and crayons to complete the Earth is what we have all in common and send to
verona@momentumsupport.eu closing date 14th July 2020. Include your name, age and contact number. Three
winners will receive a prize. Good luck !

Momentum supports its COMMUNITIES through sharing a note from one of our chosen
charity partners in the area of homelessness DUBLIN SIMON COMMUNITY who
will be featured tonight, Friday 26th June 2020 on RTE Comic Relief 8pm
Hi Verona,
“We’re dropping you a note to tell you that Dublin Simon Community will be amongst the Irish
charities featuring on this Friday’s
.
This amazing event will feature a host of Ireland’s best comedy talent coming together to raise
funds for the Community Foundation for Ireland. The evening's events will feature short films
that highlight the amazing work undertaken by charities such as ourselves who benefit as
recipients of funding from the foundation. RTÉ Does Comic Relief will be hosted by
Deirdre O'Kane, Nicky Byrne, Baz Ashmawy, Jennifer Zamparelli, and Eoghan
McDermott and will feature an array of memorable performances and contributions no to mention the occasional glitzy showbiz reunions!
Our continued operations are thanks to our donors and supporters helping us to keep the doors
open during these very difficult times.
Tune in tonight to support Dublin Simon Community or visit www.dubsimon.ie to donate.
Unfortunately, I do not have any collateral on our involvement to share as we are participating
under the umbrella of the Community Foundation of Ireland.
The clip that we discussed however, will be available on the
and it can be shared from there. The
link for the channel can be found here:
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out.
Have a lovely weekend,
Orla Ferrie, Corporate Partnerships Executive, Dublin Simon Community

